Intrinsic energetic and solvation factors contributing to the unusual structural and biochemical properties of N3′-phosphoramidate DNA analogs have been re-examined using a combination of quantum mechanical and molecular dynamics methods. Evaluation of the impact of the N3′-H substitution was performed via comparison of N3′-phosphoramidate DNA starting from both A-and B-form structures, B-form DNA and A-form RNA. The N3′-H group is shown to be flexible, undergoing reversible inversion transitions associated with motion of the hydrogen atom attached to the N3′ atom. The inversion process is correlated with both sugar pucker characteristics as well as other local backbone torsional dynamics, yielding increased dihedral flexibility over DNA. Solvation of N3′-phosphoramidate DNA is shown to be similar to RNA, consistent with thermodynamic data on the two species. A previously unobserved intrinsic conformational perturbation caused by the N5′-phosphoramidate substitution is identified and suggested to be linked to the differences in the properties of N3′-and N5′-phosphoramidate oligonucleotide analogs.
INTRODUCTION
Oligonucleotide analogs can be used as antisense therapeutic agents that block disease gene expression by binding complementary mRNA single strands (1, 2) . N3′-DNA analogs are oligonucleotide analogs which show most of the desirable properties of antisense agents, including high complementary strand binding affinity for DNA/RNA, nuclease resistance and good solubility (3) . A good example of their antisense ability is seen in their strong and specific in vitro inhibition of HIV-1 reverse transcription by hybridization to HIV-1 TAR RNA (4) . In addition to forming duplexes with complementary singlestranded DNA or RNA, they have the ability to inhibit transcription by forming stable triple helices with duplex DNA (2) . These DNA analogs can even mimic RNA in their binding to RNA-binding proteins, thereby inhibiting the activity of these proteins (5) . An interesting example of their adaptability is the ability to utilize tertiary interactions, distinct from base pairing interactions, for in vitro suicide inhibition of self-splicing of an intron (6, 7) . The use of N3′-DNA antisense oligonucleotides in c-myc gene inhibition has even been shown to have an antileukemia effect in vivo (8) . Such widely demonstrated in vitro and in vivo efficacy of N3′-DNA analogs makes them very promising antisense agents. For future rational design of better antisense agents, however, it is first essential to understand the factors that contribute to these favorable biochemical properties at an atomic level.
An important difference between regular DNA and N3′-DNA that may be related to the observed biochemical changes is the A-form preference of N3′-DNA in aqueous solution (9) . This unusual structural property of N3′-DNA analogs has been addressed in previous theoretical studies (10) (11) (12) . In addition, both the crystallographic and NMR structures of an N3′-DNA dodecamer have been solved (13, 14) . Various suggestions put forth to explain this phenomenon include specific anomeric effects (13) , a C3′-endo (or north) sugar pucker preference due to reduced electronegativity of the 3′-substituent (11) and differential hydration effects (10) . In a recent study using quantum mechanical methods (15) , we demonstrated that the anomeric effect in the N3′-phosphoramidate backbone was more complex than previously stated (13) . Additionally, as shown by results in the present study, whether the C3′-endo conformation of the N3′-substituted sugars is a result of intrinsic changes or solvent-induced changes in energetics is also not a trivial consideration. Solvation is also known to influence the anomeric effect (15, 16) as well as the conformational properties of sugars (17) . It is clear that a complex interrelationship exists between these factors which needs to be explored further to understand the reasons behind the unusual properties of N3′-phosphoramidate analogs.
One aspect of N3′-phosphoramidate structure that is intricately linked to the factors discussed above and has not been emphasized in previous studies is the flexibility of the N3′-H moiety in N3′-phosphoramidates. The flexibility and the exchangeability of the N3′ hydrogen with solvent has only been mentioned briefly in the NMR structure determination study (14) . In a previous molecular dynamics investigation, the dynamics of the N3′-phosphoramidate was seen to be dependent on the initial conformation assigned to the N3′-H moiety, however, this was suggested to be an anomaly (11) . To understand this issue, it is essential to note that the N3′-H moiety mostly assumes a tetrahedral conformation in N3′-phosphoramidates ( Fig. 1, inset) . The tetrahedral conformation leads to chirality about the N3′ atom since it is connected to four different functional groups (the lone pair of electrons being one of them). Rehybridization (or inversion) around the N atom can occur such that the hydrogen and the lone pair positions are exchanged. This phenomenon and its effects on the conformational properties of the N3′-H moiety have been studied using quantum mechanical (QM) calculations on small model compounds (15) , however, the effects on macromolecular structure and properties are practically impossible to study using QM methods due to the enormous computational cost involved. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations provide an attractive alternative to study the atomic level intrinsic and solvation properties of macromolecules. However, the inability to represent electronic degrees of freedom in the atomic model used in MD prevents explicit treatment of such rehybridization or inversion phenomena. For practical purposes, however, it may not be necessary to model the motion of the lone pair of electrons to treat the flexibility of the N3′-H moiety. An approximation used in the present study is to reduce the problem to treatment of the motion of the hydrogen on the N3′ atom alone. The idea motivating this approximation is that the dynamics of the lone pair and its effects on solute and solvent dynamics can be represented implicitly while the motion of the hydrogen is represented explicitly. It is possible to generate a combination of dihedral and improper dihedral parameters that can reproduce the energetic changes associated with the motion of the hydrogen, as determined from ab initio calculations on small model compounds, as accurately as possible in an atomic model. The consequences of this microscopic motion on the global solvation and dynamic properties of the N3′-phosphoramidate oligonucleotide analogs can then be judged using MD investigations.
The fact that inversion of the N3′-H moiety is a significant structural change at the microscopic level suggests that ignoring the flexibility of the N3′-H moiety may seriously affect determination of the underlying thermodynamic and biochemical properties. Therefore, the approach used in this study is to parameterize the CHARMM molecular mechanics force field to correctly reproduce the local flexibility changes involved in the N3′-H substitution using both ab initio and experimental results as target data. Particular attention is given to reproduction of the intrinsic sugar conformational energetics of the N3′-phosphoramidate substituted DNA backbone, such that only a small stabilization of the sugar conformation is introduced to reproduce the A-form conformational preference. The newly developed parameters are then utilized in MD studies to understand the impact of these local perturbations on the structural, dynamic and hydration characteristics of N3′-DNA. These properties are compared between A-form N3′-DNA, B-form N3′-DNA, A-form RNA and B-form DNA in the same environment to gain a better understanding of the A-form preference of N3′-DNA.
A related and pertinent fact is that a change in the location of the N-H substitution in the oligonucleotide backbone leads to a drastic change in the properties of the phosphoramidate oligonucleotides. Specifically, the N5′-H substitution (substitution of the O5′ atom with N5′-H) yields N5′-phosphoramidate DNA analogs which do not hybridize to form duplexes with the complementary DNA/RNA (3), making them useless as antisense agents. A possible relationship between this local change and observed properties is suggested by demonstrating a previously unidentified perturbation in the local conformational properties of the γ dihedral of the N5′-phosphoramidate backbone.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Molecular mechanics force field calculations were carried out using the CHARMM program (18, 19) . The CHARMM27 parameters for DNA and RNA (20, 21) were used for all calculations along with the CHARMM-modified TIP3P water model (22, 23) and the sodium parameters from Beglov and Roux (24) . The new parameters for N3′-DNA were developed based on ab initio data on various model compounds representative of N3′-phosphoramidate substituted DNA. Ab initio calculations were performed on the model compounds ( Fig. 1 ) using GAUSSIAN94 (25) and GAUSSIAN98 (26) at the HartreeFock (HF) or second order Møller-Plesset (MP2) levels of theory with the 6-31G* basis set for neutral compounds and the 6-31+G* basis set for anionic compounds. The dihedral energy surfaces were obtained by individually constraining the specific dihedral to multiples of 30°from 0°to 360°and allowing the rest of the molecule to relax to the optimum geometry. For compounds containing a furanose sugar moiety, the C2′-endo, C3′-endo and O4′-endo conformations were obtained by constraining the endocyclic dihedrals C3′-C4′-O4′-C1′, C4′-O4′-C1′-C2′ and C1′-C2′-C3′-C4′, respectively, to 0.0°, as previously described (27) . The chirality introduced by the tetrahedral nature of the nitrogen atom in the phosphoramidate backbone allowed for two possible orientations of the hydrogen on the nitrogen. The transformation of one orientation to another through amino inversion was studied by gradually varying the improper dihedral C3′-P-N3′-H from 115°to 250°F igure 1. Structural and chemical differences between the sugar moiety in ARNA, BDNA, N3′-DNA and N5′-DNA and the associated nomenclature of backbone dihedral degrees of freedom. (Inset) Amino inversion and the C-P-N-H improper dihedral angle in 15°increments. For the γ dihedral surfaces, constraints were introduced in other backbone dihedrals to keep them in the A-form (for the C3′-endo conformation) and B-form (for the C2′-endo conformation) conformations. The constraint values for these dihedrals were determined based on previously determined modal values of experimentally observed distributions of each dihedral in the A-DNA and B-DNA conformations (20, 28, 29) . This approach has the obvious disadvantage that complete relaxation of the other dihedral degrees of freedom in the model compound is not allowed, however, it ensures sampling of the most interesting regions of conformation space and prevents complications in the specific dihedral surface being studied.
MD simulations were carried out on four oligonucleotide systems having the EcoRI recognition sequence CGCGAAT-TCGCG. The EcoRI or 'Dickerson-Drew dodecamer' sequence has been extensively studied using both theoretical and experimental techniques for regular DNA (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) (36) as well as N3′-DNA backbones (13, 14) . The choice of this sequence allows for direct comparison of the present results with those previous studies. The four systems studied presently are: (i) RNA in the A-form with uracil replacing thymine; (ii) N3′-DNA in the B-form; (iii) N3′-DNA in the A-form X-ray crystal structure; and (iv) DNA in the B-form. Henceforth these will be referred to as ARNA, N3′BDNA, N3′ADNA and BDNA, respectively. Figure 1 illustrates the substitutions in the systems and the relevant torsional degrees of freedom. Simulations of the oligonucleotide systems were initiated by the oligonucleotide being overlaid with a preequilibrated solvent box consisting of water and sodium ions, which extended at least 7.0 Å beyond the DNA solute. All solvent molecules having a non-hydrogen atom within 1.8 Å of the DNA were deleted. Adjustment of the number of sodium ions was done to ensure electrostatic neutrality of the system by adding sodium ions at random positions in the box or deleting the sodium ions furthest from the DNA. Periodic boundary conditions were used in all subsequent calculations with the images generated using the CRYSTAL module (37) . The system was minimized for 500 Adopted Basis NewtonRaphson (ABNR) steps with mass-weighted harmonic constraints of 2.0 kcal/mol/Å on the DNA atoms. The minimized system was then subjected to a 20 ps constant volume, isothermal (NVT) ensemble MD simulation keeping the same harmonic constraints in order to equilibrate the solvent around the DNA. The resulting system was minimized for 500 ABNR steps without any constraints and the final structure was used to initiate the production trajectories. Production MD simulations were performed for 2 ns in the isobaric, isothermal (NPT) ensemble (38) at 300 K with the Leap-Frog integrator. All calculations were performed using SHAKE (39) to constrain covalent bonds containing hydrogen, with an integration time step of 0.002 ps, and treating long-range electrostatic interactions using the Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) approach (40) . PME calculations were performed using real space and Lennard-Jones (LJ) interaction cut-offs of 10 Å, with nonbond interaction lists maintained and heuristically updated out to 12 Å. The fast Fourier transform grid densities were set to ∼1/Å using a fourth order smoothing spline. The screening parameter (κ) was set to 0.35. Analysis of DNA structural parameters was done using the FREEHELIX program (41) modified to read CHARMM-generated MD trajectories.
Except where explicitly stated, all analyses were performed on the last 1500 ps of the simulations, allowing for 500 ps of initial equilibration.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Parameterization
The local conformational behavior of the N3′-H moiety was studied using ab initio calculations on the representative model compounds shown in Figure 2 . The results of these calculations were used in parameterization of the N3′-DNA in the CHARMM force field for nucleic acids (20, 21) . The various criteria considered in the parameterization included reproduction of internal geometric parameters, such as bond length and angles, vibrational spectra, water interaction distances and energies, sugar pucker energies, dihedral and improper dihedral potential energy surfaces and experimental condensed phase structural properties. The parameterization involving the criteria intimately associated with dynamic properties observed in the MD simulations, like sugar pucker changes, local dihedral motions and N3′-H flexibility, are described in the following section. A detailed description of additional parameterization methods and results is reported in Supplementary Material.
Sugar pucker. A defining characteristic of the A-form structure at a local level is the north conformation of the sugar (42) . The preference of the north sugar pucker in N3′-DNA has been suggested to be due to the reduced electronegativity of the N3′ substituent (11, 13) . The north sugar pucker preference of the N3′-DNA may, however, not be an intrinsic effect observable in the gas phase but a solvation effect only observable in the aqueous phase (15) . It should be noted that the relationship between electronegativity of 3′ substituents and sugar pucker in DNA was suggested by an NMR study for thymine nucleoside analogs that was carried out in the aqueous phase and not in vacuo (43) . In the previous MD study using the Dickerson-Drew dodecamer, the parameters relating to sugar pucker for N3′-DNA had been adjusted to intrinsically favor the north conformation, a choice that was based on the thymine nucleoside NMR study mentioned above (11) . It is possible that stabilization of the C3′-endo sugar pucker due to solvation changes may be masked by introducing an artificial intrinsic over-stabilization in the gas phase. The choice of sugar pucker parameters in this study was therefore made to reproduce, as best possible, the relative intrinsic energies of the sugar pucker in various representative model compounds calculated in the gas phase using high level quantum mechanics. Table 1 shows a comparison between ab initio and CHARMM sugar pucker relative energies in the gas phase for the various model compounds. The inability to reproduce the energy differences quantitatively is due to the fact that subtle stereoelectronic effects cannot always be incorporated successfully for all conformations when using a simplified potential energy function. The emphasis was to obtain good agreement with the more complex model compounds (compounds D and E) and to sacrifice some accuracy in the smaller, less complex model compounds (compounds B and C). An overall bias favoring the north conformation is seen when the ab initio gas phase results are compared to the CHARMM gas phase results. While a large intrinsic bias for the C3′-endo conformation is to be avoided, a small bias in the force field for the north conformation is necessary since it is representative of the polarization effects of solvent on the DNA which are known to favor the north conformation, based on QM calculations that included aqueous solvation via a reaction field model (15); such solute polarization effects due to aqueous solvation cannot be incorporated explicitly in the CHARMM force field. The largest over-stabilization of the north conformation is ∼2.3 kcal/mol seen for model compound C (2.41 versus 0.11 kcal/mol). The O4′-endo barrier heights could not be reproduced exactly, with the CHARMM energies being generally higher than the QM results. The largest deviation for the O4′-endo barrier height is for compound B (3.62 versus 1.75 kcal/mol). In compound D, representative of the thymine nucleoside used in the NMR study of the effect of electronegativity of 3′ substituents (43) , the excess stabilization of the north conformation is ∼0.5 kcal/mol (2.42 versus 1.90 kcal/mol). In compound E, which best represents the sugar moiety in DNA, the excess stabilization of the north conformation is ∼0.8 kcal/mol. As is evident, the parameters have been optimized such that the trend in gas phase sugar conformation energetics is reproduced overall, but most accurately reproduced in the compounds that best represent N3′-DNA.
N3′-H conformational properties.
While the two possible orientations of the N3′-H moiety were considered in previous theoretical studies of the N3′-DNA backbone (10, 11) , interconversion between them was not discussed. The flexibility of the N3′-H moiety was studied in model compounds A and B using the C3′-P-N3′-H improper dihedral surface (Fig. 3A-C) . This surface is an inversion surface of the N3′-H moiety and, therefore, involves orbital rehybridization (44) . It is obvious that empirical force fields cannot explicitly treat these subtle electronic effects, however, it is possible to reproduce the overall inversion surface by using a combination of dihedral and improper dihedral parameter terms. The tetrahedral nature of the N3′-H moiety in the gas phase results in the presence of two minima in the inversion surface of the C-P-N-H improper dihedral at values of ∼145°and ∼230°, respectively. Figure 3A represents the inversion surface in model compound A, which is not complicated by the presence of the adjacent sugar. The inversion surfaces in model compound B for the C2′-endo (south) and C3′-endo (north) constrained conformations of the adjacent sugar are represented in Figure 3B and C, respectively. The energy barriers to interconversion between the two energy minima are low (<2 kcal/mol) in all three surfaces. In addition, the energy difference between the two minima themselves is also low (<2 kcal/mol). Both presence of the sugar moiety and its pucker conformation marginally affect the inversion surface, with the north conformation of the sugar resulting in lower energies for the overall surface. Presence of the adjacent sugar introduces an additional degree of freedom of the sugar pucker for the inversion surface. The compromise in this inversion surface parameterization was for model compound B in the south conformation, which shows lower CHARMM energies for the 115-160°region of the inversion surface (Fig. 3B) . The parameters are adjusted to better reproduce the inversion surface in the absence of the sugar moiety ( Fig. 3A) and in the presence of the north sugar moiety (Fig. 3C) for consistency with the observation that the north sugar conformation predominates in N3′-DNA duplexes in solution (9, 14) .
ε, α and z dihedrals. The N3′-H substitution is also likely to impact on the behavior of dihedrals adjacent to the substitution that are not directly linked to sugar pucker, namely the ε, z and α dihedrals. It is important to treat these dihedrals accurately to obtain a good model to describe N3′-DNA dynamics. Accordingly, the dihedral parameters for N3′-DNA were optimized to obtain good agreement with ab initio dihedral surfaces for representative model compounds. Figure 4A -D shows the dihedral surfaces for the α, z and ε dihedrals in model compounds A and B. Figure 4A and B represent the α and z dihedral surfaces in N3′-DNA studied in model compound A, which is the simplest model compound representing the phosphoramidate backbone. It can be seen that the developed force field adequately reproduces the ab initio results. The ε dihedral surface presents more complications for parameterization since the dihedral surface is affected by the conformation of the sugar adjacent to it. In order to take this into account, the ε dihedral surface was studied for both the south and north constrained sugar conformations in model compound B (Fig. 4C and D, respectively) . It is a difficult parameterization problem to have the same dihedral parameters reproduce two very different surfaces for the same dihedral. Our priority was first to reproduce the low energy conformations in both the surfaces accurately and then, if possible, to reproduce the high energy regions accurately for the north conformation, known to predominate in solution. As can be seen from Figure 4C and D, both these priorities have been fulfilled in reproducing the dihedral surface. The only sacrifice made with respect to reproduction of the ab initio surface was for the high energy 0-150°region of the south ε dihedral surface (Fig. 4C) , where the CHARMM energies are higher than the corresponding ab initio energies.
RNA, DNA and N3′-DNA dynamics
For the same sequence, the structural properties and melting temperatures of N3′-DNA show greater similarity to RNA than DNA (3, 9) . Structurally, like RNA, N3′-DNA assumes an A-form structure in low salt, in contrast to DNA, which assumes the B-form in a similar environment (9) . N3′-DNA also demonstrates a higher melting temperature than DNA for the same sequence, again behaving similar to RNA (3). In this study, comparison with both RNA in the A-form and DNA in the B-form was made to understand the structural properties of N3′-DNA and how they contribute to the observed experimental properties.
Average root mean square deviations (RMSD) for the nonhydrogen atoms of the oligonucleotides in all four systems versus canonical A-DNA and B-DNA structures are shown in Table 2 . As expected, the A-form of the RNA is seen to be preferred over the B-form. N3′ADNA starting from the A-form also prefers to stay closer to the canonical A-form. This is in contrast to what is observed for standard DNA of a shorter sequence simulated using a similar protocol and the same force field (21) , which shows a transition from the A-form to the B-form within 500 ps. The surprising observation is that N3′BDNA starting from the B-form also stays closer to the B-form. Since the A-form is the more stable form for N3′-DNA in aqueous solution, it was expected that N3′BDNA should show a transition to the A-form. In fact, such a B→A transition was seen in the previous MD study of N3′-DNA using the AMBER force field (11) . Regular DNA starting from the B-form also stays closer to the B-form, which is the expected result. These results seem to indicate a partial failure of the newly developed CHARMM force field parameters in treating the N3′-DNA moiety. Before the matter can be dismissed, however, it is essential to analyze the RMSD behavior of the N3′-DNA structures in the MD simulations starting from the A-and B-form DNA with respect to experimentally determined structures of N3′-DNA as opposed to the canonical forms of DNA. Figure 5A and B shows the RMSD values for the simulated N3′-DNA oligonucleotides starting from the A-and B-forms, respectively, versus the experimental X-ray crystal structure (13) and the two NMR model structures (14) . The RMSD time series in Figure 5A shows that the N3′-DNA starting in the A-form stays very close to the experimental A-form structures throughout the 2 ns simulation (averages 1.58, 1.72 and 1.68 Å versus the X-ray, NMR-1 and NMR-2 models, respectively). Moreover, the RMSD from the experimental structures is smaller compared to the RMSD from canonical A-DNA (average 2.77 Å; see Table 2 ). This indicates clearly that the newly developed CHARMM force field for N3′-DNA not only maintains the A-form structure of the oligonucleotide over the B-form in aqueous solution, it can discriminate between the experimentally observed A-form structure and the canonical A-form structure. The RMSD time series in Figure 5B shows that N3′-DNA starting in the B-form does not show as much stability as the A-form starting structure. It can be seen that the N3′BDNA structure shows a trend towards the three experimental A-form structures with a drift of ∼1 Å in RMSD over the 2 ns simulation (average RMSDs 4.45, 3.85 and 3.54 Å versus the X-ray, NMR-1 and NMR-2 models, respectively).
The simulation time of 2 ns is obviously not of sufficient duration to get the entire B→A transition, however, the correct trend is being observed. Subsequently, the N3BDNA simulation was extended to 8 ns to see if the transition could be observed in an extended sampling period. An analysis of the RMSD over the 8 ns simulation with respect to the experimental structures (Fig. 5C) shows that the structure continues the trend of a slow transformation towards the experimental structures. Over the last 2 ns of the 8 ns simulation, the structure is equidistant from the canonical B-DNA and NMR model 2 structures. The average RMSD values over those last 2 ns are 2.69 Å from canonical B-DNA, 4.79 Å from canonical A-DNA, 3.05 Å from NMR model 1, 2.68 Å from NMR model 2 and 3.23 Å from the crystal structure. Thus, it appears that the present force field would ultimately yield the experimentally determined conformation if a long enough simulation was performed, further indicating the quality of the present force field for modeling N3′-phosphoramidate DNA. The question that remains is whether a full transition from the B-form to the A-form should be observed within the timescale of 8 ns for N3′-DNA. A possible caveat of the previous study on N3′-DNA using the AMBER force field could be that the sugar pucker energetics were not tested explicitly using ab initio calculations to develop the sugar pucker parameters. Instead, the effect of reduced electronegativity on the sugar puckering of the N3′-substituent observed in the thymine nucleoside NMR study (43) was used to justify removal of the V2 torsion governing the relative energies of the south versus north conformations (11) . This approach may lead to overstabilization of the north sugar pucker to a greater extent than is appropriate, which may be a possible explanation for the relatively quick B→A transition observed in that study. The other discrepancy is the dependence of the B→A transition of N3′-DNA on the initial conformation of the N3′-H moiety. The B→A transition was observed for the N3′-H 'in' starting orientation (C-P-N-H improper dihedral ∼130°) but not observed for the N3′-H 'out' starting orientation (C-P-N-H improper dihedral ∼240°) (11) . Ab initio results on model compounds A and B suggest that the N3′-H moiety is flexible in both the gas phase and the aqueous phase (15) . If the N3′-H moiety is flexible, it should exist in a fast equilibrium, as was observed in the present MD simulations (data not shown), and the global structural behavior of the N3′-DNA should not show such a strong dependence on the starting orientation of the N3′-H moiety.
It should be noted that A→B and B→A transitions in standard oligonucleotides have been studied extensively using MD simulations (17, 21, (45) (46) (47) (48) (49) . The actual timescale of A→B and B→A transitions in short sequences of DNA remains, to the best of our knowledge, an unresolved issue due to lack of experimental corroboration.
Sugar pucker, C-P-N-H improper and local dihedral dynamics
Results in the previous section show that the overall structural behavior of the N3′-DNA in the present study agrees with experimental data. A careful scrutiny of the local behavior observed in our simulations of N3′-DNA in the A-form and B-form conformations is a necessary adjunct to understand whether the stabilization of the A-form structure is a simple matter of intrinsic stabilization of the north sugar pucker or whether other, more subtle factors linked to the N3′-H moiety are involved. The sugar pucker behavior of the N3′-oligonucleotides during the simulations is shown in Figure 6A and B in the form of histograms of the pseudorotation angle parameter, which is a good quantitative descriptor of the sugar pucker (50) . The X-ray crystal structure pseudorotation angle distributions for A-form (solid gray line) and B-form (dotted gray line) DNA crystal structures (20) are also shown for comparative purposes. The sugars in the N3′ADNA simulation show a tendency to remain in the north conformation (Fig. 6A) . This shows that the north conformation is stable for solvated N3′-DNA sugars. The sugars in the N3′-DNA simulation starting from the B-form structure show a significant population of north sugar puckers. Thus, there is a distinct tendency to convert from the south sugar pucker (characteristic of the B-form) to the north sugar pucker (characteristic of the A-form) (Fig. 6B) .
The data presented in Figure 6 was obtained by grouping all the sugars in the oligonucleotide together, so there are two possible explanations for this behavior. First, all the sugars in the B-form N3′-DNA exist in an equilibrium between the south and north conformations or, second, some of the sugars have made a transition to the north form while some other sugars remain in the starting south form. Examination of all the sugar pucker time series (data not shown) showed that the latter is the case. Some of the nucleotides of the dodecamer that make transitions to the north sugar pucker conformations are Cyt3, Ade5, Thy8 and Cyt9 of strand 1 and Cyt3, Cyt9 and Cyt11 of strand 2. These results are consistent with the RMSD results in Figure 5B , which indicate that the N3′-DNA originating in the B-form is in the process of making a transition to the A-form.
It was shown in an earlier study that model compounds A and B showed a change in preference between the two minimum energy N3′-H orientations when aqueous solvation was included using an implicit model, while the flexibility of the N3′-H was maintained in both phases (15) . Based on these results, our parameterization focused on properly representing the flexibility of the N3′-H moiety in the gas phase. It is of great interest, therefore, to observe the nature of this flexibility in N3′-DNA in the explicit solvent MD simulations. Figure 7A shows the probability distribution of the C3′-P-N3′-H dihedral in the N3′-DNA A-form and B-form simulations. The N3′-H moiety exists in an equilibrium between the two minima on the inversion surface, with the 130°state more populated. This indicates that there is no single 'correct' orientation of the N3′-H moiety as previously suggested (11, 13) . Rather, both the minimum energy states exist in an equilibrium. Even more interesting is the observation that the most populated N3′-H inversion state (C-P-N-H improper ∼130°) is not the orientation that is more stable in the gas phase (C-P-N-H improper ∼230°; Fig. 3 ). The preferred orientation seen here is, however, the same one predicted by both the X-ray and NMR structural studies (13, 14) . Thus, the present calculations are able to reproduce the change in preference of the N3′-H orientation in going from the gas phase to the aqueous phase by properly treating the energetic balance between the two states. Figure 7A shows the probability distributions for all the N3′-H moieties in the experimentally observed A-form (dotted line) and the B-form (bold line) N3′-DNA simulations. There are marginal differences detectable for the two distributions. In the A-form simulations, the N3′-H moieties populate the state with the C-P-N-H dihedral value of ∼230°slightly more than in the B-form simulations. To clarify the differences between the flexibility behavior of the N3′-H moiety for south versus north sugars, the N3′-H moieties from the B-form starting simulation were separated into two groups. The first group contained the sugars that had made the transition to the north conformation (see above) and the second group contained the sugars that had not made this transition. This separation enabled us to compare, with greater precision, the effect of south and north unconstrained sugar conformations on N3′-H flexibility. As seen in Figure 7B , the 230°C-P-N-H dihedral state is populated to a greater extent for the north sugars (dotted line) than the south sugars (bold line). This is consistent with the observation in Figure 7A , indicating that the north sugar conformation may be associated with a greater possibility of transition to the C-P-N-H 230°orientation. This may be an artifact of the inability to reproduce the N3′-H inversion surface entirely for the constrained south conformation (Fig. 3B) or a real effect of enhanced flexibility of the N3′-H moiety adjacent to an unconstrained north sugar in N3′-DNA.
The N3′-H moiety is expected to have an impact on the local backbone dihedrals directly adjacent to the substitution. Scatter plots between the ε and C-P-N-H dihedrals (Fig. 8A  and C) and between the z and C-P-N-H dihedrals (Fig. 8B and  D) are used to study their mutual relationship. Figure 8A and B represents the A-form N3′-DNA system and Figure 8C and D represents the B-form N3′-DNA system. The C-P-N-H improper dihedral is plotted on the y-axis. Comparison of Figure 8A and C shows that the ε dihedral tends to populate a much wider range for the B-form structure than the A-form structure. This is a possible indication of the structural instability of this dihedral when a south conformation sugar is adjacent to it. Population of ε around 0-60°and 300-360°is greater for the B-form structure. The population of the region around 0-60°is surprising for the B-form structure because this region is of high energy for the south sugar conformation (Fig. 4C) . The explanation for this observation is that population of this region is mostly due to the sugars that made the transition to the north conformation (data not shown), for which this region has a local minimum (Fig. 4D) . Another interesting feature of ε observed for the A-form structure is the lack of sampling of the region around C-P-N-H ∼240°and ε ∼270° (Fig. 8A) . This lack of sampling indicates that the N3′-H orientation with the C-P-N-H dihedral ∼130°allows the ε dihedral to populate regions close to 200°as well as 270°. The N3′-H orientation with C-P-N-H dihedral ∼240°, on the other hand, restricts the ε dihedral to the 200°region alone. Thus, with the C-P-N-H improper in the vicinity of 130°greater local relaxation of ε is allowed. This may contribute to the prevalence of C-P-N-H improper being ∼130°versus ∼240°, in spite of the lower intrinsic gas phase energy at 240° (Fig. 3C) .
For the z dihedral the B-form structure (Fig. 8D ) more evenly samples the range of z values as compared to the A-form structure (Fig. 8B) , with the most noticeable difference being a greater population of the 120-180°region. The population of this region is almost exclusively linked to the C-P-N-H improper being ∼240°. This region is neither a minimum in the dihedral gas phase surface (Fig. 4A) nor a region normally populated in crystal structures of DNA (∼262°for B-DNA, ∼287°for A-DNA) (20) . The population of these high energy states in the B-form structure simulation may be a consequence of this structure trying to make a transition to the A-form. Increased sampling of the 200-300°region of z when the C-P-N-H improper is ∼130°versus 240°is also apparent.
Thus, a structural equilibrium between primarily two states is seen for both the ε and z dihedrals of N3′ADNA. This is in contrast to duplex DNA, where ε is found only in the region of 180-300°and where z is only found in the region of 150-320° ( 21) . Such local flexibility in the backbone dihedrals may directly reduce the entropic penalty of duplex formation in N3′-DNA contributing to its greater stability as compared to DNA. In addition, such flexibility may indirectly reduce the entropic penalty by allowing some reorganization of water molecules hydrogen bonded to the N3′-DNA.
Hydration
Hydration around the N3′-phosphoramidate backbone is seen to be enhanced in the crystal structure as compared to the corresponding DNA phosphodiester backbone (13) . A previous theoretical study on N3′-and N5′-substituted oligonucleotides postulated that the differential hydration around the N3′-H moiety could be a contributing factor to the enhanced duplex stability and unusual structural properties of N3′-DNA (10) . Table 3 shows hydration numbers for the four simulation systems around the N3′, O3′ and O2′ atoms. The first solvation shell includes all water oxygens within 3.5 Å of the atom, while the second solvation shell includes all waters within 5.5 Å of the specified atom. The choice of these cut-off distances was made based on the location of peaks representative of these solvation shells in the N3′-water oxygen radial distribution functions (not shown). It is clear that the hydration around the N3′ atom of N3′-DNA is increased as compared to the corresponding O3′ atom of regular B-form DNA. As previously postulated, this could be one of the important factors contributing to the preference for the A-form structure of N3′-DNA (10). Our previous ab initio results (15) indicate that the north pucker preference of the N3′-DNA sugars is an aqueous phase effect rather than an intrinsic gas phase effect. In this context, increased hydration around the N3′ atom is likely to better hydrate and consequently stabilize the north sugar pucker. It is also clear that the enhancement in hydration by the N3′ atom is not restricted to the first solvation shell but extends beyond it. This is consistent with the crystal structure study showing that waters not directly bound to the N3′ atom are also immobilized on the N3′-phosphoramidate backbone (13) .
Interestingly, for the A-form N3′-DNA simulation, the hydration around the N3′ atom is slightly better than the corresponding O3′ atom of the A-form RNA simulation (Table 3) . The local hydration around the RNA O2′ atom, which is part of a hydrogen bond donor group like the N3′ atom, is better in the first solvation shell but is not as high when the second solvation shell is also considered (Table 3) . This is probably due to the location of the RNA O2′ atom at the edge of the major groove that makes it relatively less solvent accessible compared to the N3′ atom located on the backbone. Thermodynamic studies on RNA and DNA show that the greater duplex stability of RNA as compared to DNA is due to greater enthalpic stabilization upon duplex formation (51) . This greater enthalpic stabilization is also accompanied by an increased entropic penalty (51) . These effects have been explained previously by the greater hydration around RNA as compared to DNA; according to this hypothesis, waters bound to the RNA backbone provide greater enthalpic stabilization but result in a greater entropic penalty because their motion is hindered. Since the thermodynamic properties of the duplex RNA or DNA are dependent upon differences between the duplex state and the unfolded, single-stranded state, such a comparison between hydration of RNA and DNA duplexes implicitly assumes that the hydration in the structurally disordered single-stranded state is similar for RNA and DNA. N3′-DNA is shown to have similar thermodynamic properties but with an increased enthalpic stabilization and entropic penalty as compared to RNA (13) . These properties of N3′-DNA have not been attributed to greater hydration, since crystallographic studies show the first solvent shell hydration of N3′-DNA to be similar to RNA. Rather, the greater enthalpic stabilization of N3′-DNA as compared to RNA was explained in terms of cation/anion condensation near the oligonucleotide and the anomeric effect (13) . Our simulation data indicates, however, that hydration around the N3′-DNA backbone may be stabilized to a greater extent than the RNA backbone. While the hydration differences are small in the first solvation shell, they can be seen more clearly when the second solvation shell is also considered. This may explain why significant differences are not observed in crystallographic studies since only a few ordered water molecules typically belonging to the first solvation shell can be resolved (52) .
Assuming that the single-stranded structures of RNA and N3′-DNA have similar hydration, the greater enthalpic stabilization and greater entropic penalty may both be explained based on hydration differences of the backbone, consistent with previous work (51) . It should be noted that the assumption that the single-stranded structures of RNA, DNA and N3′-DNA have similar hydration characteristics is debatable but difficult to test by simulation due to the conformational disorder in the single-stranded state. Using this assumption, however, differences in atomic level hydration properties of the duplex states can provide a consistent explanation of the greater observed duplex stability of N3′-DNA as compared to RNA as well as DNA (3).
N5′-phosphoramidate backbone conformational properties
An earlier theoretical study attributed the differences between the thermodynamic properties of N3′-and N5′-phosphoramidate analogs to the differences in their hydration properties (10) . The effect that this substitution has on the intrinsic conformational properties of the DNA backbone has not been studied. The N5′-H moiety is expected to show flexibility similar to the N3′-H moiety but the alternative location of the N5′-H moiety in the backbone means the effect of this flexibility on the DNA backbone may be different. Recently, we demonstrated that changes in the intrinsic properties of the γ dihedral caused by conformationally constrained sugars in a single nucleotide are linked to differences in the flipping properties of the DNA backbone (53) . If the γ dihedral along the entire DNA backbone is perturbed then it may be postulated that the overall thermodynamic properties, such as the melting temperature and hybridization efficiency, may be significantly affected. The N5′-H substitution is in close proximity to the γ dihedral. The effect that this substitution has on the conformational properties of the γ dihedral was, therefore, studied using model compound F (Fig. 2) . The γ dihedral energy surfaces for compound F are presented in Figure 9 . Both C2′-endo and C3′-endo sugar conformations were studied since the sugar conformation is known to affect the properties of the γ dihedral (28, 53) . As previously observed, the C3′-endo sugar conformation causes the gaucheconformation of the γ dihedral (∼300°) to be of a higher energy than the gauche + conformation (∼60°) (53) . On the other hand, for the C2′-endo conformation, it is observed that the gaucheconformation of γ is of lower energy than the gauche + conformation. For the C2′-endo conformation in regular DNA, the gauche -conformation is of approximately the same energy as the gauche + conformation, while for the C3′-endo conformation the gauche -conformation has a higher energy than the gauche + conformation (28, 53) . It should also be noted that in experimental structures of both A-and B-form duplex DNA, the gauche -conformation is populated to a very small extent, if at all, and the gauche + conformation dominates (28) . This suggests that the gauche -state, while not energetically prohibited at a local level, is not favored in the context of duplex DNA. Based on the γ dihedral surfaces presented in Figure 9 , it may be postulated that the decreased stability of the gauche + state of γ in the C2′-endo conformation of the N5′-substituted deoxyribose sugar contributes to the lack of stability of duplex N5′-DNA. MD studies of N5′-phosphoramidate DNA analogs that incorporate these intrinsic properties in the atomic model description are needed to assess the effect of this perturbation of the γ dihedral on the overall dynamic properties of N5′-phosphoramidate analogs.
CONCLUSION
The present study sheds light on an aspect of the N3′-H moiety in N3′-DNA that has been overlooked in previous studies. The N3′-H moiety in N3′-DNA is found to be flexible and exists in an equilibrium between two possible inversion states associated with the C-P-N-H improper dihedral. This equilibrium is dynamic and is possibly affected by hydration of the N3′-DNA. Through its flexibility, the N3′-H moiety distinctly alters the dynamic properties of the adjacent sugar and backbone dihedrals. The N3′-H substitution is also seen to influence hydration of the backbone, a property which may be critical in determining the thermodynamic properties of N3′-DNA. The combination of these intrinsic and environmental changes are postulated to contribute to stabilizing the overall A-form structure of N3′-DNA and improving duplex stability in aqueous solution. A specific perturbation caused by the N5′-H substitution in the γ dihedral is observed using QM calculations on a model compound and postulated to possibly contribute to changes in the observed thermodynamic properties for N5′-phosphoramidate DNA. Further studies are, however, needed to understand the effect of this intrinsic change on the overall dynamic properties of the N5′-DNA backbone. Figure 9 . γ dihedral surface for the C2′-endo (dotted line, blank squares) and C3′-endo conformations (bold line, filled circles) of model compound F (Fig. 2) representing the N5′-phosphoramidate DNA backbone.
